Representative democracy. Oligarchy of the political class. On going failure and betrayal of the promises of social-democracies that privatise public services and reduce social protection. Patriarchate. Institutionalised gender inequality, racism, and discriminations. Dogmatism of religions interfering with public life. Labour and Conservative parties applying the same austerity policies.


Pork-barrelling of the political class. Disfranchising of citizens in political participation. Social causes green-washed by big corporations and lobbyists. Proprietary softwares, data surveillance, oligopoly of the Technology giants (Facebook, Google, etal).

Income and wealth disparities as described by Piketty. Tax havens. ‘Economism’ Euro crisis, failed existing EU structure, IMF, WTO and other unelected technocratic trans-national Institutions.

David Graeber’s bureaucratic non-value add ‘bullshit jobs’, arduous and des-humanising nature of work, salaried activities, growing inequalities. Current model of the Enterprise: pursuit of profit at the expense of social considerations. Utilitarianism which says the best action maximizes utility – as opposed to ethics.

Obsession with Austerity and public debt. Creation of money by private banks (Fractional Reserve Banking as a Ponzi scheme). ‘Economism’ Euro crisis, failed existing EU structure, IMF, WTO and other unelected technocratic trans-national Institutions.
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